I'll go my way by myself, this is the end of romance
I'll go my way by myself, love is only a dance

I'll try to apply myself, and teach my heart how to sing
I'll go my way by myself, like a bird on the wing

I'll face the unknown, I'll build a world of my own
No one knows better than I myself, I'm by myself alone

Instrumental verse

No one knows better than I myself, I'm by myself a-lone
No one knows better than I myself, I'm by....myself....a-lone
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Intro:  | Em7 | A7 | D | F#7 | Bm7 | E9 | A7 | D | x |

Em6          F#7          Em6          F#7
I'll go my way by myself, this is the end of ro-mance

D7          GMA7          G6          Em7          A7          D
I'll go my way by my-self, love is only a dance

Em6          F#7          Em6          F#7
I'll try to ap- ply myself, and teach my heart how to sing

D7          GMA7          G6          Em7          A7          D
I'll go my way by my-self, like a bird on the wing

Bm6          C#7          Am6          B7
I'll face the un-known, I'll build a world of my own

Em7          A7          D          F#7          Bm7          E9          A7          D
No one knows better than I my-self, I'm by my-self a-lone

Instrumental verse

Bm6          C#7          Am6          B7
I'll face the un-known, I'll build a world of my own

Em7          A7          D          F#7          Bm7          E9          A7          D
No one knows better than I my-self, I'm by my-self a-lone

Em7          A7          D          F#7          Bm7          E9          A7          D          D6
No one knows better than I my-self, I'm by…..my-self…..a-lone